
PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name PURO FLOOR 3 TUBES 1550

Type floor lamp

ID PC1253

Description Puro Floor is the latest addition to the Puro family, expanding an already extensive range of interior lighting possibilities. The
Puro family is a boldly minimalistic variation on atmospheric pendent lights. Inspiration for the collection and its name come
from the Spanish word for “cigar”, which also means “pure” and is a reference to the composition’s clean lines. Puro Floor is
available in two sizes in matte opal or smoke grey glass, and the light tubes can be combined in different colours. The
diffused glow of the tubes elicits a dynamic ambience, while the matte finish provides an element of subtle provocation. With
their elegant minimalist lines and the option of combining tubes of different colours, Puro Floor represent an intriguing
lighting element for residential projects, grandiose shopping spaces, and hotels and restaurants.

Technical description The craftsmanship applied in production follows in the centuries-old tradition and experience of master glassmakers. The
precision crafting of hand-blown glass instills distinctive, enduring character and outstanding quality in all Brokis products.
The glass shades are formed from multiple layers of molten glass, each of which is scrutinized by the master glassmaker
prior to being blown into the mold. Up to 70% of the resulting quality is achieved in this stage of production.

Glass Colour
triplex opal A CGC39
dark grey - opaline A CGC1507

Glass surface
acid-etched both side surface A CGSU881

Body finish
black matte powder coating with structure A CCS2673
metal - white matte powder coating with structure A CCS2809

Cable colour
textile cable - black A CECL519
textile cable - white A CECL521

LED Source
24V, LED, 45W, 2700K, 2400lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS2833
24V, LED, 45W, 4000K, 2400lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS2834
24V, LED, 45W, 5000K, 2400lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS2835

Dimmable version
integrated dimmer on the body of the light A CEDV1463
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